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Key TaKeaways

Five Forces Drive Digital Insurance agendas In 2015
In 2015, digital insurance teams are crafting agendas that satisfy their firms’ hunger 
for increased market share and revenue balanced with changing demographics, 
adaptations in response to extreme weather, and regulation that has lagged the 
changing realities of digital.

Consumers are Demanding ever-Better Digital experiences
It’s no longer a question of digital channels or “other” when it comes to the customer 
journey; it’s now intertwined. Digital-dependent customers are eyeing new and more 
digitally savvy market entrants, while demanding more control over the experience and 
how their personal information is used.

Digital Technologies Can Improve each stage Of The Customer Journey
While insurance customers are often digitally savvy, relatively few buy insurance or seek 
service through digital touchpoints. To overcome this barrier, eBusiness executives will 
need to think through how digital technology can help customers and agents achieve 
their goals at every step of the customer journey.

Insurance eBusiness Teams are On The Frontline Of Digital Change
To stay relevant, digital insurance teams must innovate faster and smarter; get closer and 
more vital to their customers; infuse digital technologies into traditional distribution; 
and build capabilities to drive loyalty during the sale.
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why ReaD ThIs RepORT

Disrupt or be disrupted. That’s the challenge facing American and Canadian insurers in 2015. Customer 
experience expectations, their willingness to consider a growing array of new options to buy insurance, 
and new competitors creeping into insurance are pushing traditional insurers into new digital strategies. 
Insurance eBusiness teams can’t afford to wait around, but they also can’t afford to make the wrong digital 
decisions. This report focuses on the drivers that are shaping the insurance landscape and the key actions 
that North American insurance digital teams must take through the remainder of 2015 as a result.
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INsuRaNCe eBusINess aND ChaNNeL sTRaTegy DRIveRs TO waTCh IN 2015

Empowered customers have ushered in a new era for digital insurance teams, one focused on 
creating great experiences. They’re empowered by rapidly changing digital technology that keeps 
them constantly connected and emboldened by their last digital touchpoint. The result? Increased 
expectations that will challenge insurance eBusiness teams. What’s ahead in 2015? Smart digital 
insurance eBusiness executives are prioritizing the initiatives designed to win, serve, and retain 
customers (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Decision-Makers At Insurers Are Ascribing Higher Importance To Their Digital Strategies

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.121508
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Digital Insurance Teams Reckon with Five Forces In 2015

We expect the following factors to shape the insurance landscape and determine the priorities for 
digital teams at insurance companies in Canada and the US in 2015:

■ Uneven economic growth in North America. The 2008 financial crisis? It’s a distant memory 
in much of the US, but not for all. By most measures, the US economy is thriving, driven by 
rising consumer demand for homes, cars, consumer goods, and, by extension, insurance.1 
And cheaper gasoline is also buoying economic well-being. But the benefits of the economic 
boom aren’t evenly spread, with the average middle class American held down by stagnant 
wages.2 And in oil-producing Canada, the decline in gasoline prices isn’t good news: Canada is 
threatened with recession.3

■ More severe weather. Even though North American insurers didn’t suffer through a string of 
big events, 2014 was still an expensive year for insured losses, thanks to tornados, hail, and 
wind.4 And with the impact of weather-related events only expected to become more severe, 
digital insurance teams and even agents are stepping up to help keep customers safe, their 
assets in good shape, and their bottom lines protected. Carriers like Mapfre/Commerce urge 
customers to sign up for a variety of location-specific severe weather alerts, ranging from dust 
storms, avalanches, and even civil disasters.5 Desjardins offers a variety of helpful tips to help 
customers in Ontario, Quebec, and Alberta cope with climate change.6

■ Insurance marketing mettle tested by Millennials. Few younger American and Canadian 
consumers buy insurance, partly because they don’t own a lot of stuff and are burdened with 
student loan debt, and partly because many insurers haven’t found a way to effectively engage 
them.7 New entrants like Metromile and PolicyGenius are using super-fast quotation and 
gamification to deliver the type of digital customer experience younger consumers are so used 
to. A number of insurers are now exploring how to spice up life insurance, including unit-
linked policies, as digital disruptors like GoFundMe and Motif Investing have demonstrated 
that collaborative, social, and engaging ways of raising funds and providing for consumers’ 
financial future are possible.

■ Digital distributors heap stress on agents and brokers. Talk about a tempest: Google getting 
into the car insurance business captured a lot of attention.8 But it’s not only Google. Online agents 
like Answer Financial and CoverHound, aggregators like Overstock.com Insurance, comparison 
sites like Kanetix, big box retailers like Wal-Mart, and others are eyeing insurance and offering 
competitive pricing, greater convenience, and in some cases, comparable advice online. Agents and 
brokers are under pressure to prove their worth. And that pressure isn’t just on the independent 
agents. Captive agent insurers are also pointing out these new realities to their agents.9
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■ Regulators struggle to keep up with the pace of digital change. Canadian provincial and 
American state and federal regulators are under pressure to reform regulatory structures 
that are not keeping up with new technology like drones, new business models like ride-and 
home-sharing, extreme weather and climate change, and the collection and use of consumer 
data to price insurance. As insurers develop new types of coverage to meet changing risks and 
consumer demands, the efforts of digital teams to address these new risks through new coverage 
types and services are being stymied by state and provincial regulations that haven’t kept pace.

Consumers expect More sophisticated Digital Insurance experiences

Insurance customers are enjoying personalized and increasingly contextualized experiences with 
retailers, airlines, and especially the quartet of big technology platforms — Amazon, Apple, Facebook, 
and Google — that have learned their customers’ histories, preferences, intentions, and needs and 
cater the digital and often physical experience to them. Google Now is a just one example: it attempts 
to get users the right information at just the right time, whether it’s this morning’s weather, traffic 
information to guide commuting, or the latest sports scores. Now, your firm is no longer being 
measured against other insurance firms. Pay close attention to these empowered customers, who are:

■ Connecting ever-more-intimate parts of their lives. Smart devices are sprouting up everywhere. 
Devices that can be strapped to the wrist to measure activity, plugged into a vehicle’s onboard 
diagnostic port (OBDII) to monitor driving, or embedded into a thermostat or door lock to 
manage the home carry applications that are turning into customers’ remote controls of their 
connected lives. In the US, wearables have already hit 10% adoption, usually the tipping point 
for mass market adoption of consumer electronics.10 Sensor-laden devices present an enticing 
opportunity for insurers keen to develop new connected services to engage customers.

■ Relying on mobile to control their connected lives remotely. Whether you’re on the train, in a 
coffee shop, or waiting to get off that plane after a long flight, you’re surrounded by people who are 
using their smartphones to control and manage even the most mundane aspects of their lives. That 
includes ensuring that the kids got home safely, paying the handyman who fixed an annoying roof 
leak, or turning up the home thermostats after that winter trip to Cuba, a concept that Forrester 
calls “mobile moments.”11 These new mobile habits are now impossible to break, meaning digital 
and business technology teams are facing a new wave of mobile-software-led innovation.12

■ Seeking new ways to protect their digital selves. Canadian and US consumers don’t have to 
do more than go online or turn on the television to learn of the latest online threat. Identities, 
reputations, and emotional well-being are all now more at risk than ever.13 Consumers and small 
businesses are turning to their insurance companies to buy not just cyber and identity insurance 
but monitoring services.
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■ Willing to turn to non-traditional players for insurance needs. US consumers, especially 
those younger than 35, are willing to purchase insurance from a bank, auto dealer, home or 
vehicle security firms, or retailers like Wal-Mart and Amazon (see Figure 2). The good news for 
digital insurance teams is that this willingness presents additional distribution channels for auto, 
home, and life insurance. The downside is that with such channels, insurers become further 
separated from the customer.

■ Challenging the ownership of their personal data. In the age of telematics and wearables, the 
amount of consumer behavioral data being collected is exploding.14 All manner of commercial 
enterprises, including insurers, see all this collected data as a business asset, and in some cases, 
wish to monetize it.15 But growing numbers of consumers are unnerved by the use of their 
personal data, and are insisting on greater control about its use, spawning the emergence of 
new services and applications that provide consumers with increased control over how their 
personal data is collected and shared.16
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Figure 2 Younger Consumers Are More Willing To Consider Alternatives When Buying Insurance

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.121508
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eBusINess exeCs MusT LeaD DIgITaL BusINess TRaNsFORMaTION

Digital technology has done more than simply enable the insurance customer in 2015: Your 
customers and agents have been emboldened by the speed at which they can find information 
and share their experiences. Your customers, your products, your distribution channels, and your 
competitors are increasingly digital. To ensure that their firms thrive in this transformed world, 
eBusiness executives must help their firms become a digital businesses — ones that use digital 
technologies to deliver both superior customer experience and agility and operational efficiency.17 
eBusiness professionals in Canada and the US must undertake four crucial actions to address 
market forces and the ever-increasing expectations of customers and agents.

1. use Digital Technologies To help Customers Throughout Their Journey

There’s intense competition for Canadian and US insurance customers. One need only turn on the 
television or open the newspaper to see how seriously insurers are investing to grow premiums and 
assets under management. Customers are being courted by a new cast of insurance competitors, and 
they’ll gladly switch if the price is better, the website is faster, and the mobile app is loaded with the 
functionality that makes their lives easier. Digital insurance teams that want growth should start by 
building goodwill and retaining existing customers. Digital teams should use digital technologies to 
help customers meet their needs at every step of the customer journey by:

■ Making it easy for customers to find and evaluate policies. Insurance eBusiness executives 
need to ensure that prospects who are researching on the website can find what they’re looking 
for: a clear overview of available policies, answers to key questions, and help choosing what 
is right for them. In Canada, The Co-operators provides a crisp value proposition, a concise 
overview of its insurance offerings, contextually relevant tools, and a variety of quoting and 
policy management links, all on a single, uncrowded page. Meanwhile, startup Insurance 
Snoopers helps California insurance customers understand just what’s in standard and non-
standard auto coverage and compares the user’s coverage to that offered by over 130 insurers.18

■ Helping customers decide what’s right for them. Many insurers still have a long way to go to 
design online tools that are effective at selling complex insurance policies. Guided-selling tools 
need to be interactive and personal, incorporating a customer’s existing data, lifestyle, and risk 
preferences. They should present the different options clearly and enable the customer to take 
action by adjusting her behavior or buying a suitable financial product. Where appropriate, 
insurers should offer human help through online or video chat. US insurer American Family 
offers an online needs assessment tool to help consumers and small businesses select the right 
coverage for them.19

■ Treating onboarding as strategically as sales. Digital insurance teams have to show new 
customers how to manage their policies and payments and file claims efficiently across a range 
of devices.20 But for most carriers, onboarding starts and stops with account setup as part of 
the acquisition process.21 But consider that an insurer’s newer customers — ones who’ve been 
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customers for two to three years — are the ones most likely to be lured away, since there have 
been fewer opportunities to cement the relationship.22 It doesn’t take much on the part of 
insurers to leave customers feeling valued: a welcome email, telephone call, or both markedly 
increases consumer willingness to recommend, to review, and to buy additional products.23 
Companies like GMC Software can aid in the efforts that business technology teams need to 
undertake to capitalize on the opportunities that effective onboarding processes offer.

■ Using digital touchpoints to encourage cross-sales. Many insurers want to be the partner of 
choice for all of their customers’ protection needs. Digital insurance teams should make it easy 
for customers to access all their policies in one place and offer discounts for other policies to 
existing customers. But there needs to be a stronger reason for customers to engage with only 
one insurer, beyond convenience and cost saving. Using customer data, product information, 
and advanced analytics, eBusiness professionals will need to mimic the services of disruptors 
like Switzerland’s Knip, proactively suggesting and adjusting policies for their customers.24

■ Making it easy and fast for customers to achieve their goals. Customer expectations of real-
time information often conflict with batch processing legacy systems. Consumers are getting 
served up shorter, narrower experiences on their mobile devices, requiring insurers to rethink 
how they can quote, bind, inform, and pay claims to customers even faster. For instance, Aflac 
announced its One Day Pay express claims service, promising a single day turnaround for 
claims payments, provided customers use SmartClaim and upload supporting documents 
electronically by 3:00 pm Eastern Time.25 Security First values the time of busy shoppers looking 
for Florida dwelling insurance with a sub-3 minute quote promise on its website.26 USAA asks 
claimants to use quick and simple thumbs up and down icons to tell the company how they’re 
feeling about the claim process, with a thumb down getting a fast response (see Figure 3).

■ Using video to extend the insurer’s reach during moments that matter. In the era of YouTube, 
insurers are turning to video to improve customer experience during the moments that matter — 
underwriting, onboarding, and claims.27 Washington state-based Mutual of Enumclaw is just one 
of a number of insurers that have launched personalized videos to welcome new customers, keep 
customers in the know about their claims, and explains coverage changes (see Figure 4).28 Last 
year, USAA launched Onsite Connect, a mobile collaboration application developed by Symbility 
that lets desk adjusters capture details of a damaged property without leaving the office, speeding 
up the claims process for the customer.29
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Figure 3 A Thumbs Down Prioritizes USAA’s Actions To Keep Claimants Informed

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.121508

Source: USAA claimant email
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Figure 4 Mutual Of Enumclaw Uses Personalized Videos To Welcome New Customers

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.121508

Source: SundaySky website

Mutual of Enumclaw emails Christopher a link to a personalized video to review his policy4-1
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Figure 4 Mutual Of Enumclaw Uses Personalized Videos To Welcome New Customers (Cont.)

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.121508

Source: SundaySky website

When Christopher clicks the link, his personalized video plays automatically4-2
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Figure 4 Mutual Of Enumclaw Uses Personalized Videos To Welcome New Customers (Cont.)

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.121508

Source: SundaySky website

Christopher is prompted to enroll in self-service and is surveyed to assess satisfaction4-3

2. use Digital Technologies To get Closer and More essential To Customers

Years can pass between when insurance is bought and when it’s “used.” Leading digital insurance 
teams are looking to create greater engagement with more frequent and relevant customer touches 
by using digital technology to engage customers in the protection of things that matter to them. 
Digital technologies can help insurance eBusiness executives build more persistent bridges to their 
customers’ lives to challenge the industry’s low customer engagement model and commoditization.30 
To build that kind of customer intimacy, we expect that digital insurance teams will:

■ Help customers protect their digital lives. Smart eBusiness teams are shifting from being “claim” 
companies to becoming trusted partners that protect a multitude of assets in the customer’s life, 
from their cars and homes to their identities and online reputations. Such protection might not 
be a traditional underwritten insurance policy but rather a profitable service. As an example, 
US insurer MetLife launched MetLife Defender, an employer voluntary benefit that provides 
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consumer-focused cybersecurity monitoring services covering personal, financial, and health 
data as well as online child safety services.31 Transamerica Employee Benefits struck a similar 
partnership with LifeLock.32

■ Contextualize experiences. Not too long ago, it was good enough to just address the customer 
by name when they returned to an insurer’s website. Not anymore. Companies like Amazon 
and Google have developed numerous patents to personalize searches and content to provide 
the most relevant content for individuals to help them get to the right answer.33 To meet 
rising customer expectations, digital experiences will be tailored for each customer, adapted 
to their particular situation, and predictive of their behavior, a concept that Forrester terms 

“contextualization.”34 Berkshire Hathaway Travel Protection taps into the power of context with 
AirCare, its fixed-benefit travel insurance product. The company tracks nonweather-related 
flight and tarmac delays, automatically paying the claim by PayPal or check (see Figure 5).

■ Change incentives for sharing data. In the age of the customer, power is held by who’s got the 
data. Insurers want collected data and are willing to offer a variety of rewards and incentives for 
doing so. For example, South African insurer Discovery rewards good driving behavior tracked 
by the driver’s mobile phone with up to 50% discounts on gasoline.35 The company is also 
trading wellness data for potentially deep discounts on life insurance, an idea that is making a 
number of US life insurers take notice (see Figure 6). Canadian insurer belairdirect assuages the 
potential concerns of its automerit usage-based insurance customers by making clear that the 
data collected by their telematics devices actually belongs to the customer, but that the insurer is 
using it to offer lower premiums.36

■ Get smarter about pricing risk. As insurance firms capture more data about property losses, 
actuaries, and underwriters, digital insurance teams are taking a second look at property 
risks that they shunned in the past. Through the insights offered in big data and data analytic 
platforms, some insurers are stepping up to write coverage in hazard zones they avoided in the 
past. As an example, Security First used analytics to determine that certain roof types were safer 
risks than previously thought. Now, homeowners pick images that best match roof pitches, soffit 
types, and other home construction characteristics during the digital quoting process, saving 
prospects the hassle of scheduling and insurers the cost of a home inspection, improving the 
company’s bottom line.
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Figure 5 Berkshire Hathaway Travel Protection Provides “Hands-Free” Claim Service

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.121508

Purchase coverage Receive alert Con�rm bene�t
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Source: Berkshire Hathaway Travel Protection mobile app

Figure 6 Discovery SA Trades Premium Discount For Access To Wellness Data

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.121508

Source: Discovery SA website
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3. Disrupt Distribution using Digital Touchpoints

Both agent-centric and direct insurers face a volley of new distribution opportunities — and 
threats — in 2015. The imminent launch of Google Compare in the US has generated lots of buzz, 
but Google and other comparison sites are not the only catalysts of change. The growth of private 
health exchanges in the US is also spawning discussion about these health insurance marketplaces 
as attractive channels for auto, home, and life insurance. What should digital insurance executives 
be looking at in 2015? eBusiness executives must:

■ Drum out the complacency from traditional agent distribution. The growth of direct 
insurance sales is forcing agents, especially captive agents, to recognize that a long-standing 
business like car insurance is changing. Allstate CEO Tom Wilson laid it on the line for how he 
sees the agent role developing: “You can call anybody and get them to be your human modem,” 
Wilson said. “If the customer calls you, you take their information, you punch it in the computer, 
and you spit back that it’s $457 for an auto policy, you will not be needed.”37 Digital insurance 
teams are on the hunt for tools that help agents be more effective in increasingly complex sales 
situations. NexJ Systems has created a mobile platform that lets agents share details of the client 
conversation, keeping sales activity on track to be closed faster (see Figure 7).

■ Get serious about insurance aggregators. Aggregators, comparison sites, and online agents 
are reaching an inflection point in the US. Now, agents and agent-centric insurers are facing a 
competitive category in the US that consumers didn’t take as seriously in the past. Last year saw 
Ensurify, Kanetix, PolicyGenius, Sureify, and the Wal-Mart joint venture with Autoinsurance.
com all build momentum and draw more positive attention to the role of insurance comparison 
engines. With the 2015 launch of Google Compare, InsuraMatch, and certainly other insurance 
firms by the end of the year, will be weighing the threat — or opportunity — that aggregators 
represent. Expect more insurance firms to follow the lead of Allstate and Plymouth Rock 
Assurance and either build or buy their way into the comparison market.
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Figure 7 NexJ Pitchbook For Life Agents/Advisors Captures The Conversation For Later Sharing

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.121508

Source: NexJ iPad app
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4. Innovate To Drive Continuous Digital Improvement

eBusiness teams are on the frontlines in the battle to win, serve, and retain customers. eBusiness 
leaders should take it upon themselves to fight back against the onslaught of digital disruptors in 
insurance by creating environments that prize innovation and entrepreneurship to capitalize on the 
opportunities that digital technologies create.38 Digital insurance leaders must unlock the strategic 
potential of digital and:

■ Step into the shoes of venture capital firms. A regular stream of premiums and irregular 
claims has made the insurance industry an ideal limited partner for venture capital firms.39 But 
increasing needs to be connected, a grounding in and appetite for data, and digital’s relevance 
in myriad insurance contexts is moving insurance venture funding from the shadows to the 
spotlight.40 Over the last two years, American Family Insurance, MassMutual, and Transamerica 
launched venture capital units, joining health insurers Aetna, Cambia, and Humana, which also 
fund innovative startups. With innovation prominent in business strategies, growing numbers 
of insurers are seeking to fund interesting startups that promise to provide benefits to members 
and policyholders, transform the business of their parents, and keep their firms from stagnating.
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■ Keep a keen eye on emerging digital technology. Banking, sharing many of the same 
disintermediation fears and heavy regulatory scrutiny as insurance, has recently grabbed 
headlines by embracing a number of emerging technologies. Whether it’s wearables, Internet 
of Things, facial recognition, or mobile digital wallets, banks like Citigroup, USAA, and Wells 
Fargo are exploring how these technologies can improve their existing products and services. 
Digital insurance teams will need to keep a steady bead on digital innovations that are being 
rolled out to retail banking customers to keep up with customer expectations and close 
competitor offerings. Stuck on cultivating the digital innovations needed to keep up? Consider 
working closely with innovation idea consultants like Imaginatik and vendors and startups 
through local incubators like Des Moines’ Global Insurance Accelerator.

■ Prepare for the emergence of the robo-agent. The year 2014 saw the rise of a number of 
software-based digital investment managers or “robo-advisors” — firms like Betterment, 
Nutmeg, Wealthfront, and others that caught the attention of investors.41 Insurers are riffing on 
the robo-advisor model, looking to use digital technologies to replace some person-to-person 
or call center interactions. Solutions like Amelia — IPSoft’s artificial intelligence platform — can 
figure out problems, ask clarifying questions, and follow steps to answer questions like, “What’s 
the best auto insurance for me?,” an interaction that sounds remarkably like that of an agent.42

■ Forge a close partnership with your CIO. As technology management teams step up to operate as 
partners in digital technology, eBusiness executives must work through their CIOs’ organizations, 
rather than around them, if they want customer solutions that draw on and communicate with 
other company systems. Leaders will work with their counterparts in the CIO’s organization to 
accelerate what Forrester calls the business technology (BT) agenda, a shared to-do list across roles 
for applying technology, systems, and processes to win, serve, and retain customers.43

■ Embrace dynamic ecosystems of value. Dynamic ecosystems of value — digitally connected 
products and services that combine to meet customer needs — are accelerating innovation in 
digital insurance.44 Reaching the next level of digital business will require ecosystems thinking— 
not something that many insurers should struggle with, having developed vast distribution 
networks that include car dealerships, retailers, and banks. Still, digital transformation requires 
a rethink of existing partnerships to identify new insurance distribution opportunities with 
adjacent offers, some of which are already creeping toward insurance-like offerings. South 
Carolina Electric & Gas is just one of a several utilities moving into insurance-like services by 
providing home repair services and extended warranties.45 Another example is Verizon Vehicle, 
a $15 per month service program that the telecommunications provider announced in January 
2015. It provides drivers with roadside assistance, engine diagnostic information, incident alerts 
and even a mechanic hotline.46
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■ Partner to innovate faster. Insurance companies are striking partnerships with firms whose 
access to customers, their data, and supporting communications infrastructure helps them better 
serve those customers. Why? Because despite the best intentions, many insurers can’t source these 
components internally in a timely and cost-effective manner. By utilizing partners’ assets, insurers 
can launch new business models, new products and services, and, ultimately, new customer value 
faster.47 For example, Metromile has partnered with Uber to provide insurance coverage to drivers 
when they’re between fares.48 Drivers use the telematics device to track when they’re driving “off 
the clock.” MetLife and Lyft struck a similar rideshare partnership covering drivers in Colorado.49 
The Brazilian insurer Porto Seguro has gone so far as to partner with Datora Telecom to become 
a mobile virtual network operator (MVNO) and better to serve insurance customers who are 
increasingly dependent on their mobile devices to manage their connected vehicles.50

suppLeMeNTaL MaTeRIaL

survey Methodology

Forrester’s North American Consumer Technographics® Omnibus Survey, Q1 2014 was fielded in 
March 2014 and was conducted as an online survey of 5,069 US individuals ages 18 to 87. For results 
based on a randomly chosen sample of this size, there is 95% confidence that the results have a 
statistical precision of plus or minus 1.5% of what they would be if the entire population of US online 
adults (defined as those online weekly or more often) had been surveyed. Forrester weighted the 
data by age, gender, income, broadband adoption, and region to demographically represent the adult 
US online population. The survey sample size, when weighted, was 5,063. (Note: Weighted sample 
sizes can be different from the actual number of respondents to account for individuals generally 
underrepresented in online panels.) Please note that respondents who participate in online surveys 
generally have more experience with the Internet and feel more comfortable transacting online.

Forrester’s Business Technographics® Global Business And Technology Services Survey, 2014 was 
conducted using a mixed methodology of phone and online surveys which were fielded in July 
and August 2014 to 1,532 business and technology decision-makers located in Australia, Brazil, 
Canada, France, Germany, India, New Zealand, the UK, and the US from companies with 100 
or more employees. Each calendar year, Forrester’s Business Technographics fields business-to-
business technology studies in 10 countries spanning North America, Latin America, Europe, and 
Asia Pacific. For quality control, we carefully screen respondents according to job title and function. 
Forrester’s Business Technographics ensures that the final survey population contains only those 
with significant involvement in the planning, funding, and purchasing of business and technology 
products and services. Additionally, we set quotas for company size (number of employees) and 
industry as a means of controlling the data distribution and establishing alignment with IT spend 
calculated by Forrester analysts. Business Technographics uses only superior data sources and 
advanced data-cleaning techniques to ensure the highest data quality.
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eNDNOTes
1 Home sales ended 2014 slight down compared with 2013, driven by increased mortgage rates and relatively 

few first-time buyers; however, December 2014 was the 32nd consecutive month of year-over-year price 
gains. Add to that the fact that in the US 16.5 million new autos hit the streets, the highest number of new 
vehicle sales since the record of 16.94 million in the prerecession days of 2006. Source: “Housing Statistics,” 
National Association of Realtors (http://www.realtor.org/research-and-statistics/housing-statistics) and 
Aaron M. Kessler, “2014 Auto Sales Jump in U.S., Even With Recalls,” The New York Times, January 5, 2015 
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/06/business/us-auto-sales-jump-for-2014.html).

2 According to the US Census Bureau, the median household incomes didn’t budge between 2012 and 2013. 
Worse, the real median household income in 2013 was 8% lower than in 2007 and 8.75% lower than 1999’s 
median household income peak. Source: Carmen DeNavas-Walt and Bernadette D. Proctor, “Income and 
Poverty in the United States: 2013,” United States Census Bureau, January 9, 2015 (http://www.census.gov/
library/publications/2014/demo/p60-249.html).

3 Since the beginning of 2015, there has been a number of news stories detailing bad economic news for 
Canadians. Source: Sunny Freeman, “Is Canada Headed For Another Recession? Eight Troubling Signs,” 
HuffPost Business Canada, February 3, 2015 (http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2015/02/03/canada-recession-
signs_n_6606364.html).

4 According to a study conducted by Xactware, it was the fourth highest year of insured losses in the US. 
Source: Patricia L. Harman, “Here’s how a quiet year for catastrophe claims became one of the most 
expensive ever for insurers,” Property Casualty 360, February 10, 2015 (http://www.propertycasualty360.
com/2015/02/10/heres-how-a-quiet-year-for-catastrophe-claims-beca?t=catastrophe-restoration&page=2).

5 Source: Mapfre/Commerce Insurance (https://www.commerceinsurance.com/Weather-Alert/).

6 Source: “Weathering Change,” Desjardins Insurance (http://prevention-assurance.
desjardinsgeneralinsurance.com/weathering-change/quebec_di.htm?icampaign=RB500003).

7 Millennials also view moving back home or calling a parent for a little cash as proxy for insurance. This 
trend has only been amplified by US healthcare reform that allows a child up to 26 to be covered under 
a parent’s health insurance policy. Source: Dan Kadlec, “Why Millennials Resist Any Kind of Insurance,” 
Time, August 27, 2014 (http://time.com/money/3178364/millennials-insurance-why-resist-coverage/).

8 Source: Ellen Carney, “Is Google Buying CoverHound? The Curious Case Of The California Insurance 
License,” Ellen Carney’s Blog, January 7, 2015 (http://blogs.forrester.com/ellen_carney/15-01-07-is_google_
buying_coverhound_the_curious_case_of_the_california_insurance_license).

9 Comments made by Allstate CEO Thomas Wilson at a December 9 presentation at the Goldman Sachs US 
Financial Services Conference in New York. Source: “Allstate Corp at Goldman Sachs Financial Services 
Conference — Final,” Credit Risk Monitor (http://www.crmz.com/NewsStory.aspx?NewsId=14122098).

10 Today, 10% of US online adults report having used a wearable device such as Fitbit or Jawbone Up to track 
daily activity. In traditional s-curve models of product adoption, 10% represents the hyper-growth year, the 
point at which the curve bows upward, carrying the product toward mass-market adoption. See the December 
8, 2014, “Five Urgent Truths About The Future Of Wearables That Every Leader Should Know” report.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES119783
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11 Forrester defines a mobile moment as a point in time and space when someone pulls out a mobile device 
to get what they want in their immediate context. Because people carry their mobile devices with them at 
all times, mobile moments are the frontline of the customer experience. See the February 11, 2015, “Mobile 
Moments Transform Commerce And Service Experiences” report.

12 Forrester is seeing massive changes to application architecture as companies modernize the way they build 
applications, not surprising given the global growth of smartphone users is now excess of two billion. See 
the January 28, 2015, “The Future Of Mobile Application Development” report.

13 Identity theft cost Americans $24.7 billion in 2012, while losses for household burglary, motor vehicle theft, 
and property theft totaled just $14 billion. Source: Erin Fuchs, “Identity Theft Now Costs Far More Than All 
Other Property Crimes COMBINED,” Business Insider, December 12, 2013 (http://www.businessinsider.
com/bureau-of-justice-statistics-identity-theft-report-2013-12).

14 “People must manage an exploding array of digital content that they create or are responsible for, both at work 
and at home. We call this collection the digital self, and it includes everything from reports for the boss to 
digital music to credit card bills and social media posts — all of the digital content, by and about individuals, 
created, mutual, received, or recorded.” See the September 3, 2013, “Services For The Digital Self ” report.

15 A 2011 study entitled “Personal Data: The Emergence of a New Asset Class” by the World Economic 
Forum asserted that the issues around who owns the data and the implied rights of that ownership are 
two of the most complex issues related to personal data. Source: “Personal Data: The Emergence of a 
New Asset Class,” World Economic Forum, January 2011 (http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_ITTC_
PersonalDataNewAsset_Report_2011.pdf).

16 One especially resourceful individual decided to take the monetization of his data into his own hands, 
launching a Kickstarter campaign to sell his daily digital data. Source: Ben Woods, “What’s the true value 
of your personal data? Meet the people who want to help you sell it,” The Next Web, September 17, 2013 
(http://thenextweb.com/insider/2013/09/17/whats-the-true-value-of-your-personal-data-meet-the-people-
who-want-to-help-you-sell-it/).

17 A piecemeal strategy of bolting on digital channels or methods is no longer sufficient. As an eBusiness 
leader, you know change is needed. You must take a lead on driving digital business transformation. You 
must think of your company as part of a dynamic ecosystem of value that connects digital resources 
inside and outside the company as needed to compete. You must harness digital technologies, both to 
deliver a superior customer experience and to drive the agility and operational efficiency you need to stay 
competitive. See the March 26, 2014, “The Digital Business Imperative” report.

18 Insurance Snoopers’ value proposition is helping to educate the public about the importance of reading 
and understanding their policy of insurance. The company produces easy-to-consume insurance coverage 
summary and comparison information for California automobile owners and drivers. Source: Insurance 
Snoopers (https://www.insurancesnoopers.com/).

19 The tool captures basic information, using sliders to select where the shopper is in the spectrum of options 
presented. Source: American Family Insurance (http://www.amfam.com/flash/needs/default.asp).

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES115853
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES115853
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES89181
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES98821
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES115784
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20 Forrester defines onboarding as “the activities financial services take after a new customer opens up a 
new product or enrolls for a new service to drive product/service engagement and cross-selling.” See the 
February 6, 2012, “A Strategic Approach To Onboarding Financial Service Consumers” report.

21 Customer onboarding lags behind other business processes in both the quality of customer experience and 
costs. The poor state of customer onboarding results in customers abandoning the application process, loss 
of customers, regulatory fines, and damage to the corporate brand. See the April 27, 2009, “Best Practices: 
Customer Onboarding” report.

22 Forrester annually surveys US online adults who have insurance policies about their switching plans. In 2014, 
when it came to the reasons they would consider switching insurance companies, a poor claim (61%) or 
service experience (55%) topped the list for customers who have been with their insurers for two to three years 
based on the percentage who selected 4 or 5 on a scale from 1 (would not consider switching) to 5 (would 
strongly consider switching). Fifty-two percent would consider switching to get a lower price for comparable 
coverage, while 48% would consider it based on the recommendation of their agent. Source: Forrester’s North 
American Consumer Technographics® Financial Services Online Benchmark Recontact Survey, 2014.

23 Source: “It’s All About You . . . And Me . . . And Us: Creating More Loyal and Profitable Customers,” 
InformationWeek Insurance & Technology webinar (https://webinar.insurancetech.com/19094).

24 Swiss startup Knip aggregates all insurance policies in one place with a promise to automatically analyze 
and arrange better or cheaper coverage for its customers. Knip has a broker license and, with customers’ 
agreement, it can arrange insurance switch to a better or cheaper policy.

25 Aflac recognized that being able to pay claims faster meant simplifying the claims process. Source: “Aflac 
Raises the Bar for Insurance Industry by Introducing One Day Pay,” MarketWatch press release, February 4, 
2015 (http://www.marketwatch.com/story/aflac-raises-the-bar-for-insurance-industry-by-introducing-one-
day-pay-2015-02-04) and “Introducing One Day Pay,” Aflac (http://www.aflac.com/individuals/onedaypay/).

26 Security First’s online homeowner quotation is striking not only for its speed but for the fact that 
the company is willing to quote online to begin with. Source: Security First Insurance (http://www.
securityfirstflorida.com/).

27 A look at the viewership of YouTube lends credence to the power of video as a means to engage consumers: 
more than a billion unique visitors watch six billion hours of YouTube video monthly. Source: “Statistics,” 
YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html).

28 Source: “Mutual of Enumclaw,” SundaySky (http://www.sundaysky.com/gallery/mutual-of-enumclaw/).

29 To use the Video Connect service, USAA members are invited by a CSR or desk adjuster to share a safe and 
secure video stream from the USAA mobile app for eligible claims, including include minor water losses 
or theft loss and related property damage. Source: “USAA Simplifies Claims Processing with Streaming 
Video,” PRWeb press release, February 12, 2015 (http://www.prweb.com/releases/2015/02/prweb12514580.
htm) and “Symbility Video Connect,” Symbility (https://www.symbilitysolutions.com/index.php/en/brands/
symbility/video-connect/).

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES61062
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES47060
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES47060
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30 Insurance has become commoditized. Personal lines customers especially shop around and are easily lost to 
a lower price. Insurers have been searching for ways to revamp their brands and to differentiate themselves 
from competitors. But this problem can’t be fixed by a few advertising campaigns. To regain relevance, 
insurance firms will need to go back to their roots and help customers meet their core need: protection. 
Luckily, digital touchpoints lend themselves to the task. See the September 30, 2014, “How To Make 
Insurance Brands Relevant Again” report.

31 MetLife is partnering with Tiversa, a cyberintelligence firm based in Pittsburgh, which is the actual 
service provider. Source: “MetLife Defender $5 Million Service Guarantee,” MetLife Defender (https://
metlifedefender.com/guarantee) and Naomi Choy Smith, “Watch out, cyber-bullies: Kids have new tools 
to fight back,” CBS News, August 19, 2014 (http://www.cbsnews.com/news/watch-out-cyber-bullies-kids-
have-new-tools-to-fight-back/).

32 Source: “LifeLock Offers Identity Theft Protection through Transamerica Employee Benefits to Provide 
Employers and their Employees Peace of Mind,” LifeLock press release, April 10, 2012 (http://www.lifelock.
com/pr/2012/04/10/transamerica-employee-benefits/).

33 Source: Bill Slawski, “Google’s User Profile Personalization And Google Plus,” SEO by the Sea, September 17, 
2012 (http://www.seobythesea.com/2012/09/googles-user-profile-personalization-google-plus/).

34 Contextualization combines and extends existing segmentation and personalization techniques with in-
the-moment details. This enables more-dynamic, more-predictive experiences by processing explicit and 
implicit user information. See the November 19, 2012, “Contextualization” report.

35 The insurer has partnered with Cambridge Mobile Telematics. Source: “Leading global insurer expands 
partnership with innovative telematics technology provider,” PR Newswire news release, August 26, 2014 
(http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/leading-global-insurer-expands-partnership-with-innovative-
telematics-technology-provider-272760111.html).

36 In belairdirect’s terms and conditions, published on the Web, the company uses terminology such as 
“your data” or “your information” in order to make it simple and clear for customers. The company also 
clearly states that the third party owns only the device (not the data). Source: “automerit — Terms of Use,” 
belairdirect (http://www.belairdirect.com/en/auto/terms-and-conditions-automerit.html).

37 Comments made by Allstate CEO Thomas Wilson at a December 9 presentation at the Goldman Sachs US 
Financial Services Conference in New York. Source: “Allstate Corp at Goldman Sachs Financial Services 
Conference — Final,” Credit Risk Monitor (http://www.crmz.com/NewsStory.aspx?NewsId=14122098).

38 Digital disruption is hitting retail financial services as ambitious financial upstarts flood the market, aiming 
to delight your customers with superior digital experiences. Leading firms are responding by promoting 
innovation. But financial services firms are riddled with barriers to change — from heavy regulation 
to legacy systems to an ingrained aversion to risk. This report helps eBusiness and channel strategy 
professionals determine the best organizational structure to move the digital innovation agenda forward. 
See the March 6, 2015, “How To Organize For Digital Financial Innovation” report.

39 Most venture capital firms raise their funds from institutional investors, such as pension funds, insurance 
companies, endowments, and foundations. Source: National Venture Capital Association (http://www.nvca.
org/index.php?Itemid=147).

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES118250
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES118250
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES61369
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES117154
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40 Earlier this year, American Family officially launched American Family Ventures tasked with identifying 
startups relevant to the insurance company. In July 2014, MassMutual funded MassMutual Ventures 
LLC with $100 million to seek startups with the potential to “transform MassMutual’s core insurance, 
retirement and asset management businesses.” Source: Paul Gores, “American Family Insurance fosters 
start-ups through venture capital arm,” Milwaukee Wisconsin Journal Sentinel, October 8, 2014 (http://
www.jsonline.com/business/american-family-insurance-fosters-start-ups-through-venture-capital-arm-
b99358681z1-277887501.html) and “MassMutual Establishes MassMutual Ventures LLC,” MassMutual, July 
24, 2014 (http://www.massmutual.com/planningtools/educationalarticles/articledisplay?mmcom_articleid=
f7958ca8cc367410VgnVCM100000d47106aaRCRD).

41 These digital disruptors are using software to create and rebalance the portfolios on a schedule that 
minimizes costs and taxes, and are poised to save millions of investors millions of dollars in portfolio 
management fees. See the May 6, 2014, “Disrupting Finance: Digital Investment Managers” report.

42 Source: Christopher Mims, “Amelia, a Machine, Thinks Like You,” The Wall Street Journal, September 28, 
2014 (http://www.wsj.com/articles/amelia-a-machine-thinks-like-you-do-1411948078).

43 In today’s competitive environment, investing in business technologies is central to companies’ ability to 
win, serve, and retain customers. Business execs know this, but they don’t think their CIOs are positioned 
to help. CIOs must turn this around by crafting a business technology (BT) agenda, distinct from their IT 
agenda, that keeps both business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) customers at the 
center of technology decisions and provides a shared vision for the whole organization to rally around. See 
the July 29, 2014, “Top Technologies For Your BT Agenda” report.

44 Right now, your customers are assembling the solutions to their problems with a collection of instantly 
available digital products and services from your suppliers, partners, digital disruptors, other customers, 
and competitors. They can do this because every company, every digital aggregator, every supplier, 
and every retailer is building apps and sites, making it effortless for customers to pick from a menu of 
everything they need. We call this new world a “dynamic ecosystem of value.” See the March 10, 2014, “The 
Future Of Business Is Digital” report.

45 Source: Paul Bowers, “SCE&G wants to sell you a service plan, too,” Charleston City Paper, February 2, 
2015 (http://www.charlestoncitypaper.com/charleston/sceandg-wants-to-sell-you-a-service-plan-too/
Content?oid=5072725).

46 Announced at the annual Detroit Auto Show, the service works with virtually any vehicle, including older 
cars. Source: Roger Cheng, “With Verizon Vehicle, carrier muscles into auto club business,” CNET, January 
13, 2015 (http://www.cnet.com/news/verizon-muscles-into-auto-club-business-with-verizon-vehicle/).

47 Partners like innovation agencies, systems integrators, adjacent firms, startups, and even competitors can 
help you add capabilities quickly. However, working as part of an ecosystem requires a certain loosening of 
control and a more flexible approach to project management. This report helps eBusiness executives map their 
potential digital innovation partners, deal with ecosystem challenges, and make the best of these relationships. 
See the February 10, 2015, “Digital Financial Innovation Requires Matchmaking” report.
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48 At the end of January 2015, Uber announced it had struck a deal with Metromile that would provide 
coverage for personal vehicle usage not covered by Uber’s insurance. Source: Paul Sawers, “Uber taps 
Metromile to let UberX drivers pay-per-mile on their car insurance,” VentureBeat, January 28, 2015 (http://
venturebeat.com/2015/01/28/uber-taps-metromile-to-let-drivers-pay-per-mile-on-their-car-insurance/).

49 . . . And coincidentally announced on the same day at the Metromile-Uber relationship. Source: “MetLife To 
Provide Rideshare Insurance For Lyft Drivers In Colorado,” MetLife press release, January 28, 2015 (https://
www.metlife.com/about/press-room/us-press-releases/index.html?compID=156259).

50 Source: Ana Paula Lobo, “Porto Seguro Conecta: MVNO já decolou no Brasil,” Convergencia Digital, 
February 18, 2014 (http://convergenciadigital.uol.com.br/cgi/cgilua.exe/sys/start.htm?infoid=36036).
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